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January 30, 2017

CAMP HILL, PA (January 30, 2017) . . . Harsco Corporation’s Patterson-Kelley division announced today an all-new capability for remote indoor
boiler monitoring that can be downloaded directly to an iPhone, Android or desktop device.

Called the NURO® Connect, the new software application – developed exclusively by Patterson-Kelley and being introduced to customers free of
charge starting this week – provides building and facility maintenance managers with a real-time operational view of any boiler in their inventory,
without them having to be physically present. The NURO® Connect interfaces directly with the patented NURO® touch-screen control systems on
boilers to provide full-time visibility into operating settings, error conditions, historical data and trending in the boiler’s performance. The result is
instantaneous boiler monitoring and troubleshooting, accessible anywhere, anytime from virtually any remote location. Moreover, the NURO® Connect
can be installed as a software update in two minutes or less with any existing NURO® controller. It requires no new hardware, no boiler downtime, no
re-wiring and no additional cost.

Backed by more than 135 years of experience, Harsco Industrial Patterson-Kelley is a leading producer of heat transfer equipment for institutional and
commercial building applications such as schools, offices, apartment buildings, dormitories, hospitals and hotels. To learn more, visit
www.harscopk.com. Patterson-Kelley will be exhibiting the NURO® Connect and its other product innovations at the AHR Expo, being held January 30
to February 1 at the Las Vegas Convention Center. The Patterson-Kelley display will be located at Booth N7722.

Harsco Corporation (NYSE: HSC) is a diversified industrial company providing a range of onsite services and engineered products to the global steel,
energy and railway sectors. Harsco’s common stock is a component of the S&P SmallCap 600 Index and the Russell 2000 Index. Additional
information can be found at www.harsco.com.
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